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This form may be submitted by mail or electronically. For changes to blank forms, submit the DA Form 2028 electronically to the publications control officer (PCO)/forms control officer (FMO) of the organization that has oversight of the form/publication. (See PCO/FMO email addresses on the APD Web site at [https://armypubs.army.mil](https://armypubs.army.mil) (CAC access only.) For comments/recommended changes to publications, users must submit the DA Form 2028 as required by the publication's proponent. (See suggested improvements paragraph on the title page of each publication to determine the proponent's preferred way to communicate.)
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To identify the proper proponent for any publication or form, visit the APD Web site ([https://armypubs.army.mil](https://armypubs.army.mil)) to search for the publication or form by title.
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<table>
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